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Chosen the best book from over 300 entries, Winning at
Trial has been singled out by the Association of
Continuing Legal Education (ACLEA) for its clarity and
innovative teaching methods. Winning at Trial by Shane
Read is the only book that teaches trial skills by
analyzing video and transcripts of actual trials. It is also
the only book that reveals the secrets of jury decisionmaking through the use of video in collaboration with one
of the nation's foremost jury consultants, DecisionQuest.
This innovative book is being used by law schools
throughout the country for both their introductory and
advanced trial advocacy classes, as well as by law firms
for their training programs. The author, a seasoned trial
lawyer and professor, has carefully selected video and
transcripts from actual trials (4 hours of video on two
DVDs) that show lawyers demonstrating both great and
terrible skills in the courtroom - which teach trial
techniques and strategy in an interesting and memorable
way.
The proven Glannon Guide is a user-friendly study aid to
use throughout the semester as a great supplement to
(or substitute for) classroom lecture. Topics are broken
down into manageable pieces and are explained in a
conversational tone. Chapters are interspersed with
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those posed
in the
classroom that
include analysis of answers to ensure thorough
understanding. Additionally, “The Closer” questions
pose sophisticated hypotheticals at the end of each
chapter to present cumulative review of earlier topics.
More like classroom experiences, the Glannon Guide
provides you with straightforward explanations of
complex legal concepts, often in a humorous style that
makes the material stick. The user-friendly Glannon
Guide is your proven partner throughout the semester
when you need a supplement to (or substitute for)
classroom lecture. The material is broken into small,
manageable pieces to help you master concepts.
Multiple-choice questions are interspersed throughout
each chapter (not lumped at the end) to mirror the flow of
a classroom lecture. Correct and incorrect answers are
carefully explained; you learn why they do or do not
work. You can rely on authority; the series was created
by Joseph W. Glannon?Harvard-educated, best-selling
author of, among other legal texts, Examples &
Explanations; Civil Procedure, now in its sixth edition.
“The Closer” poses a sophisticated problem question at
the end of each chapter to test your comprehension. A
final “Closing Closer” provides you practice opportunity
as well as a cumulative review of all the concepts from
earlier chapters. You can check your understanding each
step of the way. More like classroom experiences, these
Guides provide straightforward explanations of complex
legal concepts, often in a humorous style that makes the
material stick.
Finally, there is a Criminal Law study aid that teachers
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can recommend
their students
complete
confidence: Singer and LaFond's CRIMINAL LAW:
Examples and Explanations . Carefully designed to
facilitate effective study, and written in a crisp, clear
style, this book takes a practical three-step approach:
Thorough descriptions explore and explain the concepts
under consideration Examples give students an
opportunity to test their comprehension by applying the
law to contemporary fact patterns Explanations help
them measure their mastery of the material and provide
suggested answers and feedback Engaging student
interest through stimulating hypotheticals, Singer and
LaFond make their sophisticated analysis of criminal law
not just painless, but actually fun to read. Both
comprehensive and contemporary, CRIMINAL LAW:
Examples and Explanations, covers provocative and
timely subjects in eight major areas: the purposes of
punishment Actus Reus and Mens Rea homicide
causation inchoate crimes: solicitation and attempt group
criminality: conspiracy and complicity rape defenses and
excuses
Civil Procedure: A Coursebook provides solid
scholarship but does not hide the ball. The book’s
accessibility, organization, and interior design support its
innovative pedagogy. New to the Third Edition: Recent
(Dec. 1, 2015) rule amendments abrogate the federal
forms and make important changes to the discovery
rules. This edition reflects both sets of changes and
includes provocative new materials on the revitalized
proportionality standard of discovery and the ethical
requirements for competency in electronic discovery, in
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updates.
Law School and Exams: Preparing and Writing to Win,
Third Edition is the third edition of a popular book whose
first edition Bryan Garner reviewed and judged to be
“the best on the market.” It combines: Clear and
comprehensive explanations of study and exam
techniques Numerous illustrative samples that are truly
instructive Twenty in-class exercises or take-home
assignments on everything from case briefs to essay and
multiple-choice exam questions. Comprehensive and selfcontained, the Third Edition is suitable for use as the
textbook for a sophisticated Prelaw course, 1L
Orientation, or a 1L Academic Success course.
Alternatively, incoming freshmen can work through it
independently over the summer to be optimally prepared
for law school in the fall. New to the Third Edition: The
latest in learning theory, including focus and
engagement, spaced repetition with interleaving, and
altering surroundings during study to create mental
bookmarks; plus, nine topics relating to mindset,
mindfulness, and well-being. Expanded sets of exercises
and assignments, including new and improved essay
exams and multiple-choice questions. New discussion of
time management. Professors and student will benefit
from: The way the book facilitates a flipped classroom:
The clear and detailed explanations and illustrations will
enable students to prepare well for class, permitting the
professor to provide a quick summary of key points
before turning to active learning through brainstorming,
problem-solving, discussion, debate, and writing
exercises. Clear explanations and illustrations for
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reading assignments
and numerous
exercises for inclass active learning Sample answers for all in-text
exercises in the Appendix for students to check their
understanding A major in-text take-home assignment
separate from the other in-text materials that can be
used to further gauge student’s understanding Teaching
materials Include: Teacher’s Manual: Notes for teaching
strategies Sample answer for the major in-text
assignment Two essay exam questions with sample
answers that can be administered as in-class exams for
practice, or as graded exams
Pleadings Without Tears has become established as one
of the most successful books on practical legal drafting in
the context of litigation. This new eighth edition is fully
updated to take account of Civil Procedure Rule (CPR)
changes since the last edition. The book takes a
practical and insightful look at the subject of legal
drafting, enabling the reader to become more confident
in approaching this often unnecessarily daunting subject.
It focuses on core skills and fundamental rules while
clearly addressing each stage of the process and goes
beyond a straightforward setting out of the precedents
and authorities relevant to statements of case. It gives
clear examples of how to set out relevant matters with
clarity and precision and encourages the reader to give
full consideration to concise and clear identification of the
subject matter of the action, the issues of the case and
the parties' respective positions in respect to those
issues. With a wealth of practical examples and
anecdotes - and illustrated throughout with cartoons - the
light and entertaining style, combined with detailed
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enables
reader to easily
acquire a good understanding of drafting.
The proven Glannon Guide is a user-friendly study aid to
use throughout the semester as a great supplement to
(or substitute for) classroom lecture. Topics are broken
down into manageable pieces and are explained in a
conversational tone. Chapters are interspersed with
hypotheticals like those posed in the classroom that
include analysis of answers to ensure thorough
understanding. Additionally, “The Closer” questions
pose sophisticated hypotheticals at the end of each
chapter to present cumulative review of earlier topics.
More like classroom experiences, the Glannon Guide
provides you with straightforward explanations of
complex legal concepts, often in a humorous style that
makes the material stick. The user-friendly Glannon
Guide is your proven partner throughout the semester
when you need a supplement to (or substitute for)
classroom lecture. The material is broken into small,
manageable pieces to help you master concepts.
Multiple-choice questions are interspersed throughout
each chapter (not lumped at the end) to mirror the flow of
a classroom lecture. Correct and incorrect answers are
carefully explained; you learn why they do or do not
work. You can rely on authority; the series was created
by Joseph W. Glannon?Harvard-educated, best-selling
author of, among other legal texts, Examples and
Explanations; Civil Procedure, now in its sixth edition.
“The Closer” poses a sophisticated problem question at
the end of each chapter to test your comprehension. A
final “Closing Closer” provides you practice opportunity
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the concepts from
earlier chapters. You can check your understanding each
step of the way. More like classroom experiences, these
Guides provide straightforward explanations of complex
legal concepts, often in a humorous style that makes the
material stick.
Glannon's reputation is secure as the best-selling author
of Civil Procedure E&E, Torts E&E, and The Glannon
Guide to Civil Procedure, the first book in the series. His
uniquely entertaining style teaches and engages
students in all aspects of the first-year Civil Procedure
course including the difficult areas of res judicata,
collateral estoppel, and personal and subject matter
jurisdiction. Accessible introductions and explanations
combine with a proven pedagogy in the popular
examples-and-explanations format that is effective for
learning and applying the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure. Examples progress gradually from simple to
challenging to build students' confidence, and plenty of
visual aids (diagrams, charts, and documents) help them
remember. The Seventh Edition incorporates changes to
the venue and removal statutes and addresses the
Supreme Court's recent personal jurisdiction decisions:
Goodyear DunlopTires Operations, S.A. v. Brown and J.
McIntyre Machinery Ltd. v. Nicastro. Other revisions
reflect the Supreme Court's decision in Hertz Corp. v.
Friend on the meaning of "principal place of business"
and summary judgment in light of amendments to FRCP
56.
Law school classroom lectures can leave you with a lot
of questions. Glannon Guides can help you better
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understand your
with straightforward
explanations of tough concepts with hypos that help you
understand their application. The Glannon Guide is your
proven partner throughout the semester when you need
a supplement to (or substitute for) classroom lecture.
Here’s why you need to use Glannon Guides to help
you better understand what is being taught in the
classroom: It mirrors the classroom experience by
teaching through explanation, interspersed with
hypotheticals to illustrate application. Both correct and
incorrect answers are explained; you learn why a
solution does or does not work. Glannon Guides provide
straightforward explanations of complex legal concepts,
often in a humorous style that makes material stick.
The proven Glannon Guide is a user-friendly study aid to
use throughout the semester as a great supplement to
(or substitute for) classroom lecture. Topics are broken
down into manageable pieces and are explained in a
conversational tone. Chapters are interspersed with
hypotheticals like those posed in the classroom that
include analysis of answers to ensure thorough
understanding. Additionally, The Closer questions pose
sophisticated hypotheticals at the end of each chapter to
present cumulative review of earlier topics. More like
classroom experiences, the Glannon Guide provides you
with straightforward explanations of complex legal
concepts, often in a humorous style that makes the
material stick. The user-friendly Glannon Guide is your
proven partner throughout the semester when you need
a supplement to (or substitute for) classroom lecture.
The material is broken into small, manageable pieces to
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interspersed throughout each chapter (not lumped at the
end) to mirror the flow of a classroom lecture. Correct
and incorrect answers are carefully explained; you learn
why they do or do not work. You can rely on authority;
the series was created by Joseph W. Glannon Harvardeducated, best-selling author of, among other legal texts,
Examples and Explanations; Civil Procedure, now in its
sixth edition. The Closer poses a sophisticated problem
question at the end of each chapter to test your
comprehension. A final Closing Closer provides you
practice opportunity as well as a cumulative review of all
the concepts from earlier chapters. You can check your
understanding each step of the way. More like classroom
experiences, these Guides provide straightforward
explanations of complex legal concepts, often in a
humorous style that makes the material stick.
An Illustrated Guide to Civil Procedure is a studentfriendly and problem-based introduction to how the
federal rules operate in the context of a realistic age
discrimination case. Students work with the Rules as the
case carries them from client intake to trial, all the way to
a resolution of the case. They shadow the attorneys and
actively participate by making strategic and tactical
decisions, and by reviewing and critiquing complaints,
answers, motions, and discovery pleas. Truly an
illustrated guide to Civil Procedure, this companion
supplement is a great asset to all Civil Procedure
courses, whether they begin with jurisdiction or the rules
of pleading. New to the Fourth Edition: Updates
reflecting all changes to the FRCP, including:
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Provisions that address issues related to the discovery of
electronic information Amendments concerning summary
judgment and discovery related to expert witnesses
Professors and students will benefit from: A book
designed to be either used in-class as a required text or
out-of-class as a useful reference Exploration of the
procedural rules covered in a one or two-semester
course Notes, questions, exercises, tactical and drafting
tips, maps, and illustrations contribute to a dynamic
learning environment Questions that Students are
repeatedly assessed through questions requiring
application of procedural rules to the hypothetical suit.
Flexible organization that adapts to a variety of syllabi
and comprehensive Teacher’s Manual Teaching
materials include: Teacher’s Manual In addition to those
questions contained in the Guide, the authors make
available an extensive set of test questions, answers,
and explanations that teachers can use throughout the
semester.
The Glannon Guide to Criminal Law: Learning Criminal
Law Through Multiple-Choice Questions and Analysis
gives students an effective tool for exam preparation that
instructors can recommend with confidence. Now it's the
best of both worlds - a print copy of the Glannon Guide
for your desk reference and an eBook version on your
laptop to take with you wherever you go. This special
Bonus Pack includes download access to the one-of-akind AspenLaw Studydesk software AND this book in
digital eBook format. Using the successful structure
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Glannon Guide to
Civil Procedure, this comprehensive review book
emphasizes learning legal concepts, rather than
mastering testing techniques. For each topic, the author
provides: a brief, clearly-written summary one or two
multiple-choice questions to test understanding a
concise explanation of how to choose the correct answer
that also serves as a review of course content practical
tips on analyzing exam questions Every aspect of the
Glannon Guide to Criminal Law encourages
comprehension: the multiple-choice questions are part of
a complete review of Criminal Law, including common
law and the Model Penal Code introductory discussions
of law in the text prepare students to learn effectively
from subsequent questions succinct explanations of both
correct and incorrect answers help to clarify nuances in
the law multiple-choice questions are sophisticated but
fair, neither too difficult nor unrealistically straightforward
the text is equally useful to all students, regardless of
whether they will be tested by multiple-choice questions
on their exams user-friendly interactive approach is
much more engaging than other exam preparation aids
in each chapter, a more sophisticated final question
called the "Closer" illustrates a more complicated
problem in the area the final chapter contains 15
"Closing Closer" questions to provide more practice and
a helpful review of concepts in earlier chapters valuable
exam-taking pointers within the substantive text show
students what to expect at exam time and help them get
ready BONUS PACK INCLUDES: The Glannon Guide to
Criminal Law paperback The Glannon Guide to Criminal
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Law eBook download
(NOTE:
the AspenLaw
application must be installed on your computer to read
the eBook.) AspenLaw Studydesk productivity software
(NOTE: a promotion code ships with this Bonus Pack,
which allows you to download the Glannon Guide to
Criminal Law eBook and AspenLaw Studydesk
productivity software at www.AspenLaw.com).
A favorite among successful students, and often
recommended by professors, the unique Examples &
Explanations series gives you extremely clear
introductions to concepts followed by realistic examples
that mirror those presented in the classroom throughout
the semester. Use at the beginning and midway through
the semester to deepen your understanding through
clear explanations, corresponding hypothetical fact
patterns, and analysis. Then use to study for finals by
reviewing the hypotheticals as well as the structure and
reasoning behind the accompanying analysis. Designed
to complement your casebook, the trusted Examples &
Explanations titles get right to the point in a
conversational, often humorous style that helps you learn
the material each step of the way and prepare for the
exam at the end of the course. The unique, time-tested
Examples & Explanations series is invaluable to teach
yourself the subject from the first day of class until your
last review before the final. Each guide: helps you learn
new material by working through chapters that explain
each topic in simple language challenges your
understanding with hypotheticals similar to those
presented in class provides valuable opportunity to study
for the final by reviewing the hypotheticals as well as the
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analysis quickly gets to the point in conversational style
laced with humor remains a favorite among law school
students is often recommended by professors who
encourage the use of study guides works with ALL the
major casebooks, suits any class on a given topic
provides an alternative perspective to help you
understand your casebook and in-class lectures
Recommended by both students and professors, this
best-selling paperback study aid is a lifeline for first year
students taking a Civil Procedure course. Author Joseph
Glannon brings his lively and entertaining style into this
new edition along with a wealth of new material. This
comprehensive yet hands-on study aid: Covers all
aspects of the first year Civil Procedure course including
the difficult areas of res judicata, collateral estoppel, and
personal and subject matter jurisdiction Presents
accessible introductions and explanations Offers a
proven pedagogy in the popular examples-andexplanations format -highly effective for learning and
applying the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Gives
examples that progress gradually from simple to
challenging and build students' confidence Has plenty of
visual aids including diagrams, charts, and documents
Covers Erie doctrine in a three-chapter section What's
new in the Fourth Edition? the latest revisions To The
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure A new chapter on the
federal question of subject matter jurisdiction Updated
changes To The Rules concerning Discovery
CIVIL PROCEDURE: COMMENTARY AND MATERIALS
provides students and practitioners with a
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comprehensive
of the
practical
and theoretical
issues encountered in Australian civil procedure,
including alternative dispute resolution. It combines a
wealth of primary and secondary materials from all
jurisdictions.
"Study aid with examples-and-explanations pedagogy,
focusing on the principles of civil procedure"-- Provided
by publisher.
The new edition of the number one study aid in Torts
gives students even more assistance while continuing to
uphold the standard of quality applauded by instructors
nationwide. THE LAW OF TORTS: Examples &
Explanations, Second Edition, provides the same kind of
clear and engaging introductions to essential principles
that made its predecessor such a lifesaver for first-year
students. This paperback study guide demystifies the
field through: the recognized teaching skills of its author Joseph Glannon's best-selling CIVIL PROCEDURE:
Examples & Explanations established the style of this
series and secured his reputation among students as the
author who makes complicated subjects understandable.
a uniquely entertaining, conversational style coverage
that parallels the standard casebook: intentional torts,
negligence, causation, duty, damages, liability of multiple
defendants, And The effect of the plaintiff's conduct
extraordinarily well-crafted examples that apply legal
concepts to particular fact situations a 'one-step-at-atime' approach that begins with the basics and gradually
builds students' analytical skills, knowledge, and
confidence Significant changes For The Second Edition
include: a brand-new, three-chapter section on Taking a
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includes guidance, tips, sample exam questions and
answers an expanded discussion of causation for greater
clarity and accessibility new citations reflecting the most
current law new examples and explanations throughout
the text Help students enhance their understanding of
Torts with THE LAW OF TORTS: Examples &
Explanations, Second Edition. Recommend it to your
students today! Also by Glannon: Civil Procedure:
Examples & Explanations and don't forget Glannon's
popular audio program: Fireside Civil Procedure: An
Audio Companion
Examples & Explanations: Contracts, Fourth Edition, Is
an accessible, comprehensive treatment of first-year
contracts topics. This popular and well-written study aid
speaks clearly and directly to students and is designed to
provide them with information, examples, and analysis in
appropriate complexity and detail. Important features of
this highly regarded study aid include the author's strong
writing ability and skill in teaching first-year students to
develop an understanding of difficult concepts clear and
direct explanatory text that is specifically geared To The
needs of first-year students diagrams that provide useful
visual aids for students to help in remembering key
points the unique, time-tested Examples & Explanations
format that combines textual material with well-written
and comprehensive examples, explanations, and
questions to test student comprehension of the materials
and provide practice in applying information to fact
patterns comprehensive questions with a variety of
issues in one fact situation, similar to those on law
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The Fourth Edition:
updated discussion of UCC Articles 1 and 2, including
both the current and revised versions of the Articles and
an explanation of the changes new cases and
developments new and revised examples and
explanations based on new cases and changes in the
UCC

THE GLANNON GUIDE TO CRIMINAL LAW:
Learning Criminal Law Through Multiple-Choice
Questions and Analysis gives students an effective
tool for exam preparation that instructors can
recommend with confidence. Using the successful
structure established by Joseph Glannon¿s THE
GLANNON GUIDE TO CIVIL PROCEDURE, this
comprehensive review book emphasizes learning
legal concepts, rather than mastering testing
techniques. For each topic, The author provides: a
brief, clearly-written summary one or two multiplechoice questions to test understanding a concise
explanation of how to choose the correct answer that
also serves as a review of course content practical
tips on analyzing exam questions Every aspect of
THE GLANNON GUIDE TO CRIMINAL LAW
encourages comprehension: the multiple-choice
questions are part of a complete review of Criminal
Law, including common law And The Model Penal
Code introductory discussions of law in the text
prepare students to learn effectively from
subsequent questions succinct explanations of both
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correct and incorrect answers help to clarify nuances
in the law multiple-choice questions are
sophisticated but fair, neither too difficult nor
unrealistically straightforward the text is equally
useful to all students, regardless of whether they will
be tested by multiple-choice questions on their
exams user-friendly interactive approach is much
more engaging than other exam preparation aids in
each chapter, a more sophisticated final question
called the ¿Closer¿ illustrates a more complicated
problem in the area the final chapter contains 15
¿Closing Closer¿ questions to provide more practice
and a helpful review of concepts in earlier chapters
valuable exam-taking pointers within the substantive
text show students what to expect at exam time and
help them get ready
Highly respected ADR authors Michael Moffitt and
Andrea Schneider bring their considerable
experience and expertise to the proven-effective E &
E series pedagogy. Dispute Resolution combines
introductions to theory with practical exercises in
decision analysis, problem solving, and various
forms of conflict resolution. Features: Updated and
streamlined coverage of arbitration, in light of recent
Supreme Court cases Expanded and updated
treatment mediation confidentiality, ethics, and the
enforcement of mediation agreements Revised
materials on Fraud and other negotiation misconduct
Includes recent U.S. Supreme Court opinions, state
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and federal legislative changes, and common
contractual modifications Cites and references to
principal cases used in most leading casebooks
The proven Glannon Guide is a user-friendly study
aid to use throughout the semester as a great
supplement to (or substitute for) classroom lecture.
Topics are broken down into manageable pieces and
are explained in a conversational tone. Chapters are
interspersed with hypotheticals like those posed in
the classroom that include analysis of answers to
ensure thorough understanding. Additionally, “The
Closer” questions pose sophisticated hypotheticals
at the end of each chapter to present cumulative
review of earlier topics. More like classroom
experiences, the Glannon Guide provides you with
straightforward explanations of complex legal
concepts, often in a humorous style that makes the
material stick. The user-friendly Glannon Guide is
your proven partner throughout the semester when
you need a supplement to (or substitute for)
classroom lecture. The material is broken into small,
manageable pieces to help you master concepts.
Multiple-choice questions are interspersed
throughout each chapter (not lumped at the end) to
mirror the flow of a classroom lecture. Correct and
incorrect answers are carefully explained; you learn
why they do or do not work. You can rely on
authority; the series was created by Joseph W.
Glannon?Harvard-educated, best-selling author of,
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among other legal texts, Examples and
Explanations; Civil Procedure, now in its sixth
edition. “The Closer” poses a sophisticated problem
question at the end of each chapter to test your
comprehension. A final “Closing Closer” provides
you practice opportunity as well as a cumulative
review of all the concepts from earlier chapters. You
can check your understanding each step of the way.
More like classroom experiences, these Guides
provide straightforward explanations of complex
legal concepts, often in a humorous style that makes
the material stick.
An ideal accompaniment to any civil procedure
casebook, including the authors’ own Civil
Procedure: Doctrine, Practice, and Context, Fifth
Edition, the 2020–2021 statutory supplement
presents the current Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure (FRCP). Useful cross-references to
Advisory Committee Notes, Restatement sections,
and Transnational Rules have been integrated into
the FRCP to help students explore the larger context
of each Rule. Complete features include: The current
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and proposed
amendments The U.S. Constitution and U.S. Code
provisions current through June 1, 2020 Excerpts
from the Restatement (Second) of Judgments
Excerpts from the American Law Institute/UNIDROIT
Rules of Transnational Civil Procedure Examples of
state long-arm and venue statutes
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The proven Glannon Guide is a user-friendly study
aid to use throughout the semester as a great
supplement to (or substitute for) classroom lecture.
Topics are broken down into manageable pieces and
are explained in a conversational tone. Chapters are
interspersed with hypotheticals like those posed in
the classroom that include analysis of answers to
ensure thorough understanding. Additionally, "The
Closer" questions pose sophisticated hypotheticals
at the end of each chapter to present cumulative
review of earlier topics. More like classroom
experiences, the Glannon Guide provides you with
straightforward explanations of complex legal
concepts, often in a humorous style that makes the
material stick. The user-friendly Glannon Guide is
your proven partner throughout the semester when
you need a supplement to (or substitute for)
classroom lecture. The material is broken into small,
manageable pieces to help you master concepts.
Multiple-choice questions are interspersed
throughout each chapter (not lumped at the end) to
mirror the flow of a classroom lecture. Correct and
incorrect answers are carefully explained; you learn
why they do or do not work. You can rely on
authority; the series was created by Joseph W.
Glannon?Harvard-educated, best-selling author of,
among other legal texts, Examples & Explanations;
Civil Procedure, now in its sixth edition. "The Closer"
poses a sophisticated problem question at the end of
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each chapter to test your comprehension. A final
"Closing Closer" provides you practice opportunity
as well as a cumulative review of all the concepts
from earlier chapters. You can check your
understanding each step of the way. More like
classroom experiences, these Guides provide
straightforward explanations of complex legal
concepts, often in a humorous style that makes the
material stick.
The proven Glannon Guide is a user-friendly study
aid to use throughout the semester as a great
supplement to (or substitute for) classroom lecture.
Topics are broken down into manageable pieces and
are explained in a conversational tone. Chapters are
interspersed with hypotheticals like those posed in
the classroom that include analysis of answers to
ensure thorough understanding. Additionally, "The
Closer" questions pose sophisticated hypotheticals
at the end of each chapter to present cumulative
review of earlier topics. More like classroom
experiences, the Glannon Guide provides you with
straightforward explanations of complex legal
concepts, often in a humorous style that makes the
material stick. The user-friendly Glannon Guide is
your proven partner throughout the semester when
you need a supplement to (or substitute for)
classroom lecture. The material is broken into small,
manageable pieces to help you master concepts.
Multiple-choice questions are interspersed
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throughout each chapter (not lumped at the end) to
mirror the flow of a classroom lecture. Correct and
incorrect answers are carefully explained; you learn
why they do or do not work. You can rely on
authority; the series was created by Joseph W.
GlannonHarvard-educated, best-selling author of,
among other legal texts, Examples and
Explanations; Civil Procedure, now in its sixth
edition. "The Closer" poses a sophisticated problem
question at the end of each chapter to test your
comprehension. A final "Closing Closer" provides
you practice opportunity as well as a cumulative
review of all the concepts from earlier chapters. You
can check your understanding each step of the way.
More like classroom experiences, these Guides
provide straightforward explanations of complex
legal concepts, often in a humorous style that makes
the material stick.
Civil Procedure primes students to engage at a high level in
the classroom. Howard M. Erichson and J. Maria Glover offer
clear explanations and frameworks to help students see what
is fascinating and important about each topic in civil
procedure. By the time students arrive in the classroom, they
will have a solid understanding not only of the basic
mechanics of civil procedure, but also why the topic matters
in the real world of litigation. The case selection reflects this
commitment. Rather than featuring cases that raise quirky
issues at the periphery, the authors chose cases to help
students understand the core purposes and difficulties of
each aspect of civil procedure. The notes and questions
guide students step by step to better understand the
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case. Throughout,
the authors offer
insights on the implications of procedural rules as a matter of
policy and as a matter of litigation strategy. Professors and
students will benefit from: Clear explanations of each topic to
prime students for case reading and class discussion. Careful
case selection that highlights the core aspects of each topic
in civil procedure. Notes and Questions that guide students,
step by step, not only to understand case holdings and
procedural story lines, but also to appreciate the difficulties
and nuances that may otherwise be invisible to first-year
students. “Terminology Tips” to define terms clearly—helping
first-year law students learn the unfamiliar and sometimesbaffling language of civil procedure. “Strategy Sessions” to
help students see how procedural rules affect litigation
strategy and settlement dynamics—allowing the book to speak
to students as future lawyers in practice, not as merely
academic learners. “The Big Picture” boxes to help students
step back from each topic to see broader trends, policies, and
implications. Up-to-date cases as well as chapters structured
to take account of changes in legal doctrine. Teaching
materials include: A thorough and honest Teachers’ Manual
that speaks directly to teachers with candid advice about how
to think about course design and how to teach each case and
each topic.
Glannon Guide to Civil ProcedureLearning Civil Procedure
Through Multiple-Choice Questions and AnalysisAspen
Publishers
The first Civil Procedure casebook to consistently show how
doctrines and rules work in actual legal practice, the Third
Edition offers a more global perspective and over 40 thoughtprovoking practice exercises--in addition to timely cases, a
dynamic selection of excerpted materials, and two sample
case files in an appendix. Connecting the study of Civil
Procedure to the practice of law, this dynamic casebook
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provides: distinguished
authorship
by respected
experienced educator-scholars exceptionally varied and
provocative materials that create both historical and empirical
context well-written and well-positioned introductions and
explanations effective and supportive comments and
questions more than 40 thoughtful practice exercises practice
exam questions two sample case files in the Appendix: two
complete case files include transcripts, memoranda, exhibits,
motions, and more manageable overall length detailed
Teacher's Manual New to the Third Edition: a more global
and contemporary perspective four new review & practice
exercises recent Supreme Court cases regarding pleading,
summary judgment, notice, and subject matter jurisdiction
legislative developments involving class action practice
Coverage of the new e-discovery amendments as well as a
new e-discovery exercise Revisions that reflect the recent
style amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
Civil Procedure: Doctrine, Practice, and Context offers a
highly engaging approach that enables your students to see
how the rules can have a significant impact on the results--in
practice.
Civil Procedure: Rules, Statutes, and Other Materials, 2021
Supplement
Civil Procedure: Rules, Statutes, and Other Materials, 2019
Supplement
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